Why use a SMART Board?
*I want it, but what will it do for me?*

1. **Interactivity** – all people get involved with the lesson.
2. **Age appropriate** to all – there is something for everyone.
3. Addresses **different learning styles** – kinesthetic, auditory, tactile, visual.
4. **Attention grabber** – we live in the Gameboy generation.
5. Works with a **variety of resources** – cameras, projectors, Internet.
6. **Stores the notes** you take – bring them back later exactly the same.
7. **Correlates to standards** – lessons relate to standards being taught.
8. **Manipulation** of concepts – actually move something to simulate concepts.
9. Student **contact/focus time** – students are more focused and involved.
10. IT’S **FUN** and **easy** to use!!!